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Average rating :

$9.99 $9.99

Qty: 1

Add To Cart  Add to Favorites

fiegle light bulb

(2 reviews)

Item Code: fiegle light bulb

Description Reviews Shipping & Payment

weight 0.00 g

long 13 Cm

width 10 Cm

high 10 Cm

volume weight 260.00 g

Energy-saving light bulbs. Enjoy bright lighting without high electricity bills. This low 1 watt bulb uses
less energy indoors and has a longer life span. It is a perfect substitute for incandescent lamps. 
Artistic lighting effect. Replace a boring, soft white light with a white bulb G14 bulb, so that any party
is full of energy. Perfect for Halloween parties, special occasions and night lights, this purple night
light will add a touch of color to any setting. 
Multifunctional use. This mini LED bulb is small and powerful, suitable for bedroom lights, chandeliers,
Christmas lighting, signs, appliances, night lights, kitchens, living rooms, bedrooms, study rooms,
dining rooms, corridors, night cabinets, floor lamps, chandeliers and ceiling lamps Wait. Salt lamps,
etc. 
*alternatives. If the bulb is damaged or needs recycling, no need to worry. Unlike fluorescent bulbs,
CFL bulbs, incandescent bulbs, and halogen bulbs, these LED lamps do not contain mercury and will
not release any harmful gases. 
long lasting. It can save the cost of g14 replacement bulbs and save the trouble of replacing bulbs in
lamps. Each bulb can last up to 10,000 hours, providing long-term use, and almost no maintenance.
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Product Review

By Ryan Emerson

2021-02-23 15:44:18

LIGHT BULB

I bought these bulbs to use as a small bathroom vanity mirror. Only one needs to be used this time, but it will emit good light
and match the existing bulbs I have there now. The life span of other bulbs is not as long as advertised, and I hope these new
bulbs can do it. Would recommend

By Efren Wade

2021-02-23 15:44:14

LIGHT BULB

I find these bulbs are very suitable for my use, their LEDs only consume about 3 watts of power, and their size is very small, so t
hey can be installed in any luminaire.The color is very warm, but very bright. They do not generate heat when illuminated. If th
ey last as long as most LED-type bulbs, Then it will be an outstanding value so far. I have foundThe price of these small LED bul
bs is very reasonableSo far, I am very satisfied with them.
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Payment Methods:
FECSHOP.com accepts PayPal, Credit Card, Western Union and Wire Transfer as secure payment methods:

Global:

1. PayPal

1) Login To Your Account or use Credit Card Express. 
2) Enter your Card Details, the order will be shipped to your PayPal address. And click "Submit". 
3) Your Payment will be processed and a receipt will be sent to your email inbox.

2. Credit Card

1) Choose your shipping address OR create a new one. 
2) Enter your Card Details and click "Submit". 
3) Your Payment will be processed and a receipt will be sent to your email inbox.
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